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What is video summarisation?

Video frames

Keyframes Key-clips

Model

Goal: to automatically summarize videos into keyframes or key-clips.

We want summaries to be:

• informative

• content-specific



Current video summarisation methods

Keyframes

1. Feature extraction 2. Clustering 3. Keyframes extraction

feature space

Unsupervised methods use generic criteria e.g. diversity, representativeness.

Limitations: generic criteria cannot capture content-specific concepts.



Current video summarisation methods

Supervised methods rely on manual annotations.

Limitations: labels are costly to collect and prone to be biased.

feature vectors

Training

Inference

e.g. scores:



Our idea: weakly supervised + RL

Groom animalBike tricks

1. Video-level category labels are descriptive of video content

and very easy to obtain.

Eiffel tower Making sandwich

2. To train a summarisation model by encouraging it to produce

summaries maintaining category-related information.
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Framework overview
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(a) Training classificat ion network.

(b) Training summarisat ion network.
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Network architectures

Classification network Summarisation network



Sequential decision making process

Model

Model



Reward functions



Optimisation with double Q-learning



Evaluation: datasets

Dataset # videos Length (mins) # categories

TVSum 50 2-10 10

CoSum 51 1-12 10

Categories of TVSum Categories of CoSum



Evaluation: metrics

Human summary

Machine summary
True positive False positive

False negative



Quantitative results



Analysis of local relative importance reward



Thanks!

Any questions?

Paper link: https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.03089
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